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Abstract (en)
1. Safety device for a spinning projectile, which possesses, inside the body (1) of the projectile having a specific spin axis (25), a member (4)
movable between two positions relative to the body (1) and locking means comprising : a finger (8) mounted slidably in the body (1) along the spin
axis (25) of the latter and interacting with the movable member (4) to immobilize the latter relative to the body (1) in a first of the said positions or to
release this member (4) in respect of a movement towards its second position, a latch (13) at least partially in the form of a sleeve, arranged round
an axial shaft (15) of the body (1), the said latch (13) being designed to open under the action of centrifugal force beyond a value of the spinning
speed below the maximum value of the latter, at least one elastic spiral band (14) having such a mass, form, rigidity and prestress that it is wound
round the latch (13) and grips it soas to be connected frictionally to it, when at rest, characterized in that : in a specific direction (27) parallel to the
spin axis (25), the finger (8) abuts against a counterpart (12) of the body (1) via a central zone of a washer (11) centred on the spin axis (25) and
having an outer periphery (47) projecting relative to the counterpart (12), the latch (13) is freely rotatable about the spin axis (25) relative to the
body (1) and, with an axial play compatible with this relative freedom of rotation, in the said specific direction (27) abuts against a zone (10) of the
finger (8) and in the opposite direction against a central zone (48) of a bearing face (21) of the body (1) having a concavity centred on the spin axis
(25), so that the latch (13) ensures bracing between the said central zone (48) of this bearing face (21) and this zone (10) of the finger (8), itself
abutting against the counterpart (12) of the body (1) via the central zone of the washer (11), the form of the said bearing face (21) of the body (1)
being such that a centrifugal opening of the latch (13) causes, because the latch (13) bears respectively against a peripheral zone of the washer
(11) and against the face (21), a displacement of this peripheral zone (47) of the washer (11) relative to the counterpart (12) in the specific direction
(27), thus causing as a result of a lever effect a movement of the finger (8) relative to the body (1) in the opposite direction, the mass, form, rigidity
and prestress of the elastic spiral band (14) are also such that it remains wound round the latch (13) and grips it so as to be connected frictionally to
it, as long as the latter, becoming fast to the body (1) as a result of inertia during the acceleration of the projectile in the firing tube, undergoes joint
spinning with the body (1) at a speed increasing from zero to the said maximum value, and that its outer turn tends to come loose under the action
of the centrifugal force at a value slightly below or equal to this maximum value, lay itself against an inner peripheral face (23) of the body (1) and
become connected frictionally to the latter, in such a way that, when the projectile emerges from the firing tube, there occurs a centrifugal unwinding
of the elastic spiral band (14), with the release of the latch (13) in respect of its centrifugal opening, followed by the centrifugal opening.

Abstract (fr)
Ce dispositif comporte un verrou (13) enserrant un arbre axial (15) du corps de fuseé (1) du projectile, et lui-même enserré par une bande spirale
élastique (14) apte à s'ouvrir sous l'action de la force centrifuge; le verrou (13) est lui-même apte à s'ouvrir sous l'action de cette force centrifuge
lorsque la bande spirale (14) l'a libéré; lors de cette ouverture, le verrou (13) provoque le basculement d'une rondelle (11) de préférence élastique
qui provoque elle-même une translation axiale d'un doigt axial (8) libérant un organe mobile (4) tel qu'un rotor gyroscopique interposé dans la
chaîne pyrotechnique de la fuseé. Application aux projectiles giratoires.
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